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Three papers recently published in ACS Energy Letters
are featured in this month’s Energy Spotlight. These
highlights include the design rules for optimizing Li

metal morphology and composition through co-electro-
deposition (highlighted by Neil P. Dasgupta), the use of
aromatic formamidine variants to create a 2D/3D active layer
for boosting the efficiency of 2D perovskite solar cells
(highlighted by Joseph J. Berry and Osman M. Bakr), and
inelastic neutron scattering to probe surface-bound hydrides
during plasma-driven catalytic ammonia synthesis (highlighted
by Phillip Christopher). We also encourage you to take a look
at the latest Virtual Issue, Advances in Solid State Batteries,
which will present key papers on this topic published in ACS
Energy Letters. These and other papers included in this issue
provide mechanistic insights into the energy conversion and
storage processes.

■ CO-ELECTRODEPOSITION MECHANISM IN
RECHARGEABLE METAL BATTERIES

Bairav S. Vishnugopi, Feng Hao, Ankit Verma, Lauren E.
Marbella, Venkatasubramanian Viswanathan, and Partha P.
Mukherjee*
ACS Energy Lett. 2021, 6 (6), 2190−2197
DOI: 10.1021/acsenergylett.1c00677

We are currently poised for one of the most significant
transitions in the automotive industry since its onset: the
global electrification of the vehicle fleet. However, given the
diverse demands of vehicle operation, there is also a critical

need to continue to increase battery performance. One of the
most direct methods to increase energy density (and therefore
accessible range) is to replace the current graphite negative
electrodes with Li metal anodes.
Despite a recent explosion in research in Li metal anodes,

which builds upon the foundations laid decades ago, several
fundamental challenges remain in their incorporation. Many of
these challenges are associated with the ability to control the
morphology of electrodeposited Li, which has been shown to
be a strong function of electrolyte composition, cycling
protocol, environmental variables, and substrate composition.
In particular, the non-planar deposition of Li in the form of
mossy/dendritic structures can exacerbate electrolyte decom-
position, result in “dead Li” formation, and potentially lead to
catastrophic failure of the battery due to internal shorting.
In this work, Mukherjee and co-workers describe an

innovative strategy to address the morphology of electro-
deposited Li metal using synchronous co-electrodeposition of
two metals. To elucidate the mechanisms of co-electro-
deposition, a kinetic Monte Carlo model was developed. The
model allows for decoupling of the contributions from
electrolyte transport, interfacial kinetics, surface diffusion,
and substrate reactivity on the electrodeposited composition
and morphology.
Key observations include the following facts: (1) Differential

transport rates of the two cations in the electrolyte can impact
the electrode composition. (2) When ionic transport of a
single species is not limited, the electrode composition is a
function of the intrinsic reaction rates for both self-deposition
and heterogeneous deposition of one cation onto a surface
atom of the other type. (3) The morphology of the
electrodeposit is influenced by the relative magnitudes of the
interfacial reaction rates for the two cations, as well as the ratio
of these reaction rates to the corresponding ionic transport
rates in the electrolyte. (4) The activation energy for surface
diffusion plays an important role in electrode morphology,
even in reaction-rate limited regimes. (5) The nucleation
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behavior (and subsequent morphology) can be strongly
influenced by varying the reactivity between the substrate
and the electrodeposited metal.
The results of this study provide valuable insights into the

design rules for optimizing Li metal morphology and
composition through co-electrodeposition. By decoupling the
fundamental contributions from mass transport, interfacial
kinetics, surface diffusion, and substrate reactivity, researchers
can apply these guidelines to develop new electrolytes that
incorporate multiple cations and pair them with appropriate
substrates. Looking to the future, co-electrodeposition
represents an intriguing pathway to accelerate the commerci-
alization of Li metal batteries.
Neil P. Dasgupta

■ FLUORINATED AROMATIC FORMAMIDINIUM
SPACERS BOOST EFFICIENCY OF LAYERED
RUDDLESDEN−POPPER PEROVSKITE SOLAR
CELLS

Qiaohui Li, Yixin Dong, Guangwei Lv, Tingting Liu, Di Lu,
Nan Zheng, Xiyue Dong, Zhiyuan Xu, Zengqi Xie, and
Yongsheng Liu*
ACS Energy Lett. 2021, 6 (6), 2072−2080
DOI: 10.1021/acsenergylett.1c00620

The use of bulky cations to modulate the properties of the
3D metal halide perovskites, specifically to produce low-
dimensional (e.g., 2D) components within thin films, is an
increasingly important strategy to enable various optoelec-
tronic applications. Moreover, while not a panacea, the ability
of these cations and resulting 2D perovskites to control the
chemistry and physics at critical functional interfaces within
perovskite solar cell (PSC) materials has clearly been
demonstrated. Interestingly, as the field of metal halide
perovskite solar cells has evolved to formamidine (FA)-
dominated 3D cations-based active layers, the use of this
successful 3D cation as a chemical motif for the design of bulky
cations is relatively unexplored. The work by Li et al. examines
the use of aromatic FA variants to create a 2D/3D active layer.
This is an appealing strategy conceptually, as it permits
additional experimental handles to gain insight and ultimately
control of the details of organic/inorganic interactions in these
hybrid systems. With the system demonstrated, Liu et al. go
beyond this science motivation to show the ability of these
aromatic-modified FA substituents to enhance performance
(i.e., efficiency and stability) of devices tested under ISOS-L-1
N2 conditions. In addition to the results presented in the
Letter, the work provides another set of important data
indicating the critical need to control defectsparticularly
extended defects such as surfaces and grain boundariesin
order to enable efficient and stable metal halide perovskite
solar technologies.

Joseph J. Berry
By combining high power conversion efficiencies with a low
manufacturing cost, metal halide perovskite solar cells (PSCs)
are leading the charge into the era of abundant renewable
energy. However, to deliver on their promise, PSCs require
additional leaps in their operating stability. Halide perovskites
have the molecular formula of ABX3, where A is a monovalent
cation, typically Cs+, methylammonium, or formamidinium; B
is a divalent metal cation, usually Pb2+; and X is a halide anion
(I−, Br−, or Cl−). The crystal structure of perovskites is a three-
dimensional (3D) network of corner-sharing [PbX6]

4−

octahedra with the A cation residing within the interstitials
of this network. Due to their soft ionic nature, halide
perovskites are susceptible to moisture and ion migration
effects, which accelerate the degradation of PSCs. To retard
those adverse effects, researchers are studying various
passivation and encapsulation approaches for PSCs. Nullifying
them, however, may require substantial modifications to the
material’s composition by going beyond the usual halide
perovskite ingredients. To this end, researchers are also
exploring perovskite-derived materials, which share similar
ingredients to halide perovskites but include components that
prevent the typical perovskite structure from forming. One
such family of compounds is the two-dimensional (2D)
Ruddlesden−Popper (RP) perovskites. These perovskite
relatives have a large organic cation, L, substituting in the A-
siteeither partially or fullyyielding the molecular formula
L2An−1BnX3n+1. Consequently, instead of a 3D network of
corner-sharing [PbX6]

4− octahedra, RP perovskites are
comprised of periodic 2D layered slabs of thicknesses n of
corner-sharing octahedra separated by organic spacer layers of
L.
The introduction of L as a spacer layer creates a new

dimension for tailoring the stability of PSCs, since L can be
modified with a wide variety of chemical functionalities that
could impede moisture infiltration and ion migration. Never-
theless, 2D RP perovskites also have their drawbacks. For
example, due to the strong dielectric and quantum confine-
ment effects in 2D layered structures, excitons in those
materials have much higher binding energies than those in 3D
perovskites, which makes the disassociation and collection of
photogenerated charge carriers in RP PSCs less efficient.
Moreover, charge transport in 2D perovskites is highly
anisotropic (i.e., the charge carrier mobility is poor in the
direction perpendicular to the layers); therefore, to form an
efficient RP PSC, the layered structure of those materials must
be aligned normal to the substrate. Those challenges and
opportunities have spurred intense interest in RP perovskites,
with most of the research efforts being directed at materials
formed by large cations derived from methylammonium, such
as aliphatic and aromatic ammoniums.
In their paper, Yongsheng Liu and co-workers showcase the

advantages of aromatic formamidinium (ArFA) spacers in 2D
RP perovskites for solar cell applications. In particular, the
authors compared benzamidine (PhFA) with its fluorinated
analogue, para-fluorobenzamidine (p-FPhFA). They found
that, in the case p-FPhFA, which has a higher dipole moment
than PhFA, the interaction between the inorganic [PbX6]

4−

slabs and the organic spacers was enhanced, producing RP
perovskite films with spontaneously favorable microstructural
alignment, lower trap density, and longer charge carrier
lifetimes. Subsequently, the authors were able to fabricate RP
PSCs from p-FPhFA that have markedly higher power
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conversion efficiencies than those of the PSCs fabricated from
PhFA-based RP perovskites (17.3% vs 12.92%). Notably, p-
FPhFA-based RP PSCs exhibit a significantly longer storage
lifetime than both PhFA and 3D perovskite control devices in
the study. The authors attributed the improved microstructure
and device stability to the high electronegativity of fluorine
atoms, which could aid in the formation of strong
intermolecular dipole−dipole and hydrogen-bonding interac-
tions between the p-FPhFA and the halide anions of the RP
perovskite.
These findings are promising in that they underscore the

potential of aromatic formamidinium spacers and the
importance of tailoring their hydrogen-bonding and dipole−
dipole interactions for enhancing the performance of RP PSCs.
The next step would be to investigate how these new
compositions will hold up under more rigorous PSC stability
testing conditions, such as operating at the maximum power-
point at elevated temperature and humidity.
Osman M. Bakr

■ INELASTIC NEUTRON SCATTERING
OBSERVATION OF PLASMA-PROMOTED
NITROGEN REDUCTION INTERMEDIATES ON
Ni/γ-Al2O3

Patrick M. Barboun, Luke L. Daemen, Craig Waitt, Zili Wu,
William F. Schneider, and Jason C. Hicks*
ACS Energy Lett. 2021, 6 (6), 2048−2053
DOI: 10.1021/acsenergylett.1c00643

Ammonia synthesis (N2 + 3H2 → 2NH3) is critical for the
production of fertilizer and globally one of the largest industrial
chemical processes. In the industrial process, N2 reacts with H2
over supported metal catalysts at elevated temperature and
pressure, requiring significant energy. The energy required to
drive this chemistry is typically provided by burning natural gas
or coal. In addition, this chemistry is performed at centralized
facilities to exploit process integration, which increases
efficiency. These characteristics have motivated research into
alternative approaches for executing this chemistry. One
alternative approach involves executing ammonia synthesis
inside of a plasma, which in principle could be driven by green
electricity and performed at decentralized facilities. Plasmas
contain energetic electrons, photons, and ions that are out of
equilibrium with chemical species in the gas phase and on
catalytic surfaces. This complex environment has made it
challenging to understand what reactive species from the
plasma drive the chemistry, and where the elementary steps
occur (on the catalyst surface or in the plasma).

In their current publication, Barboun et al. report on
inelastic neutron scattering (INS) as a sensitive approach (H
atoms have high neutron scattering cross section) to probe
surface-bound hydrides during plasma-driven catalytic ammo-
nia synthesis. INS measurements of the vibrational modes
associated with surface-bound species following various
sequences of catalyst treatments (plasma on or off, H2, N2,
or both species) were executed. Evidence of the formation of
NHx species adsorbed to the catalyst surface was observed only
after exposure to a plasma containing N2, regardless of whether
H2 exposure included a plasma or was purely thermal. This
shows that a primary role of the plasma is enabling dissociative
N2 adsorption at low temperature. Whether this occurs from a
vibrationally excited N2 or through plasma-phase N2
dissociation is not clear. However, the importance of the
plasma in N2 activation as compared to H2 activation is
clarified. These insights provide a mechanistic handle for future
studies aimed at increasing the efficiency of plasma-mediated
catalytic ammonia synthesis and demonstrates the power of
INS for studying catalytic processes involving hydride species.
Phillip Christopher
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Joseph J. Berry, EAB, ACS Energy Letters orcid.org/0000-
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